
BENEFIT OF MORNING WALK

What are the benefits of walking in the morning? If you're unsure about getting up for an early stroll, then here are seven
reasons to build this.

Yes, you get the 25th one and that is â€” improvement in the quality of your life. The guidelines suggest that
you spread out this exercise during the course of a week. Morning walks give you the exercise that you need,
better immunity, and a breath of fresh air as well. Vary your routine. Form a walking club with designated
times to get together. This great habit can decrease the level of sugar if your sugar level is up. T-shirt and track
pants or joggers A fitness tracker optional -for tracking your steps, heart rate, and physical activity statistics
What are the Benefits of Morning Walks? A little pumping with your arms is OK. Ease your body into and out
of the process, never force or tax it. Increases Your Immunity Low immunity increases your susceptibility to
illness and makes you prone to catching infections, and getting riddled with illnesses and diseases. Set realistic
goals For most healthy adults, the Department of Health and Human Services recommends at least minutes of
moderate aerobic activity or 75 minutes of vigorous aerobic activity, or an equivalent combination of
moderate and vigorous aerobic activity. And the main reason for being obese is the sedentary lifestyle that you
lead. It allows the cells in the muscles to use up more glucose, helps burn body fats that are not needed, and
also aids in improving the Body Mass Index BMI. If you are curious about whether an early stroll would help
your health, energy and overall well-being, check out the following seven benefits of a morning walk. Do
some light stretches first and get the blood flowing in your body. This way all procrastination will be squashed
and you will most likely meet your exercise goals for each and every day! Then it gives you heart attacks. Can
becoming a morning walker save you from the chore of going to the gym? Morning walks are beneficial for
the beginning and end of the day. So it is better to get rid of the risk of getting arthritis, Right? Then you will
be able to increase your speed as well. Prevents Cognitive Degeneration Image: Shutterstock According to
certain studies, women over the age of 65 who walk on a regular basis are less prone to memory degeneration
that is age-related when compared to those who do not walk or walk less. One problem many of us face with
exercise generally is procrastination, which can lead to total avoidance of the exercise we so desperately need
to achieve better health. It is best not to drink too much water while taking brisk walks as it may cause harm to
the respiratory system. And if you need real motivation, you can train yourself to participate in walking
marathons and grab the spotlight. Stay hydrated and take small sips whenever you feel thirsty. Also aim to do
strength training exercises of all major muscle groups at least two times a week.


